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M/296 Inkerman Street, 
E. St. Kilda, Vic. 3183-

30 Oct. 1986

Dear Roger,
In the argument about future Ditmay categories there is a 

lack of comment on the peculiar things that have happened to 
the voting in the categories already in existence. This 
year's result in the 'Best Australian Sf Novel' section was 
enough to make the gods giggle — and Peter Carey must have 
pissed himself laughing when eventually he received his Black 
Slab for ILLYWHACKER, a novel which could by no stretch of 
imagination be called sf and only by a stretch-to-breaking- 
point fantasy. It had no business in that section or any other.

When I approached a committee member about this piece of 
nonsense, the unfortunate man agreed that the award was 
unjustified but said that nothing could have been done about it 
because the book had been nominated and the committee had to 
accept the nomination.

Does this mean that not one responsible person had actually 
read the book? Or that even the nominator had not read it, or 
not understood what he read, or had a. particularly raucous sense 
of humour, or a need to make asses of the Convention Committee? 
Or that nobody connected with the Convention had read the book 
or even the published reviews, which were enough to quell any 
confusion about sf or fantasy? Or, finally, that none of the 
voters had read it or, if they had, were too dumb to recognise 
a mainstream satire when it sat up and bit them?

One must agree that a committee can not reject a nomination out 
of hand, but surely one or two of them must know enough of what 
goes on in Australian writing to demand that the nominator or 
nominators justify their categorisation of the work as suitable 
for inclusion in the voting. A simple addition to the rules 
could give them the right to reject a work which is not even 
borderline genre. The fact that ILLYWHACKER was a far better
novel than anything else nominated does not justify its presence 
on the list.

Fandom should at least be prevented, as far as possible, from 
making aupwWte ass of itself in the eyes of the reading public.
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ANOTHER FIRST FOR MELBOURNE - HUMAN ORRERY PROJECT ANNOUNCED

Melbourne fandom has decided to stage at Capcon a spectacular human orrery, 
believed to be the first in the world and certainly the largest in the Southern Hemi
sphere. The orrery is tentatively planned for performance on the lawns of Federal 
Parliament (unless the Capcon committee can come up with a very large function room). 
It will demonstrate the workings of our solar system from the ponderous turnings of 
the outer planets to the frenetic pace of Mercury - as well as the firefly life of 
comets and the appalling destructive power of black holes.

The orrery will begin by showing the formation of the solar system from 
the primaeval dust cloud. To a background of Holst's The Planets and with appropriate 
introductory verses from Shakespeare and other great poets, each major body will describe 
its astronomical characteristics. Planetary alignments from a selection of important 
dates will be demonstrated. Other, more ephemeral astronomical occurrences will also 
fofm part of the orrery repertoire.

Positions in the orrery are filling fast. Mark Linneman will interpret 
Jupiter, Carey Handfield will mark time as Pluto and Asms will be an earth-grazing 
asteroid. Competition for other major bodies is fierce and interested persons of 
astronomical persuasion should quickly contact one of the Orrery Recruitment Officers 
listed below. Rehearsals should begin before the end of the year and the organisers 
are hopeful that the to-be-finalised Ditmar categories will enable the recognition of 
what will surely be an outstanding achievement by a group of dedicated and selfless >.en

H.O.P. - the Human Orrery Project 
Orbital & Overall Co-ordinator: 
Orrery Recruitment Officers: 
Musical Consultant: 
Literary Consultant: 
Publicity Officer:

Mark Loney
Roger Weddall & Michelle Muijserf
Mark Linneman
Position vacant
Position vacant

The organisers can be contacted care of Thyme or by ’phone on (03) 428

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆
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Speaking of Ditmar categories, the healthy pre-Capcon discussion on the 
subject is alive and well; but rather than plunge you straight into this issue's gripping 
instalment, here are a few items you might find of interest.

CONVENTION UPDATES

PENTAGON

Dates: 13-14 December 1986.
Venue: Chisholm Institute of Technology (Frankston Campus), McMahons Rd, Frankston, VIC. 
Rates: $7 per player
Mail: Brad Monsborough, 27 McGowan Rd, Mt Eliza 3930, PH: 787 4401
A Role-playing, Gaming Tournament. Includes lots fo different games including AD&D for 
teams of six. Get your form for entry and get it in quickly to avoid disappointment.

DODECAGON

Dates: 13-15 February 1987.
Venue: The Leura Gardens Motor Inn, Fitzroy St., Leura NSW. PH: (047) 84 1331
Rates: $10 membership
GoH: Eric Lindsay
Rooms: Depends on room rates at the time of the con ($43 per night, currently, for 

a room with a single and a double bed in it). Deposit is $30 and you should 
get your bookings in fast as there are only 20 rooms.

Mail: 43 Chapmman Parade, Faulconbridge 2776 - all cheques payable to Eric Lindsay. 
Agent: Or you can join through Gordon Lingard (Sydney) should you run into him.
The occasion for this minimum-cost, maximum-fun relaxacon is the 40th birthday of Eric 
Lindsay, the 30th birthday of Gordon Lingard, the 21st anniversary of the introduction 
of decimal currency to Australia, and lots of other things besides, we’re sure. The 
motel has a swimming pool, a sauna and a table tennis table, and the programme includes 
a paper aeroplane contest and a frisbee golf game, not to mention a sixties-music party 
on the Saturday night. Ah... sounds good, ne?

AUSTRALIAN (WORLD) CONVENTION UPDATE

CONVICTION (46th World SF Convention Lin exile])

Dates: 10-13 June, 1988
Rates: Attending; A$30 till Easter'87; A$35 till 1-1-1988; US$30 till 1-6-1988 

. Supporting: A$20
Venue: Shore Motor Inn, Pacific Highway, Artarmon, Syndey NSW, AUSTRALIA
GoHs: Spider and Jeanne Robinson
Fan GoH: The real official Carey Handfield
Mail: Box 272, Wentworth Building, University of Sydney 2006, AUSTRALIA

'CONVICTION has been robbed of its rightful place as WORLDCON by the 
hegemonistic actions of Confederation C' 86 WorldCon, Atlanta USA] voters, 
dominated by pro-American biases, and by excessive legalisms that forced 
the Bid off the Ballot, robbing it of any chance of victory.’

Thus says the latest Conviction flyer in a sentence which runs 40 words. [They 
need a good journalist.] ESo do we.] But the flyer goes on__

'We will produce a genuine Awards Banquet, giving Australian and World SF 
Achievement Awards for real merit, not just for brand-name popularity. Eoh dear.] 
And the Business Sessions will be Ccompulsory and] held in Prime Time, to 
emphasise one of the most creative Con items extant.'

It sounds like Jack is preparing for us a con to remind us that Australia 
is a land that was built on a heritage of arbitrary justice and benevolent governorship 
rather than any sense of democracy or basic human rights, [with Jack as Governor General, 
presumably?] But the last National Convention held at the Shore Motor Inn was a most
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memorable one; like Syncon '83 this convention is likely to be another in the best trad
ition of Sydney NatCons and with its theme of "Song and Dance in Science Fiction", well 
worth going to - and the very first Sydney based Worldcon (in exile) ever, too.

"PERTH IN '3k"

You'd think all the seppos and whatnot over there now for the America's Cup would teach 
WA fandom better, but the latest word is that they're still determined to host the 1994 
World SF Convention.
Good news for Perth is the fact that they now have the fans of Milwaukee solidly behind 
their bid. Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is planning on Perth winning the bid for that year's 
WorldCon so that they can host the NASFiC in that year. NASFiC - the North American SF 
Convention - is only held in the years that the WorldCon is held overseas: no Perth World- 
Con, no Milwaukee NASFiC.
If to support the Perth bid, you can do so by becoming a Pre-Supporting
Member. Write or send money (A $ 5/NZ$ 5/US $ 3/fS tg .2*00) to: 5 Kinbrace Way, Lynwood. 6155.

SHORT NOTICES - NZ Convention Reports
It wasn't too long ago that, apart from the truly relaxed or spontaneous 

get-togethers such as the Wellington Faangathers, New Zealand Fandom generally only 
organised the one big (National) SF Convention per year. Has it been the effect, 
across all those transpacific kilometres, of Corflu, or was it maybe the fallout from 
the 1982 Octacon that has caused this recent spate of fannish activity? Read on....

Our New Zealand agent Nigel reports that the recent Norcon IiI (24-26/11) 
went rather well, with about 50 people in attendance for the Auckland relaxacon. The 
programming, such as it was, was of a fannish nature, with traditional items such as 
the fan fund auction, at which $80.00 was raised for FFANZ, and including such newer 
ideas as a "live fanzine", he results of which are reportedly down on video for posterity. 
The con was held at Farthing's hotel, with about 25 people staying overnight and the 
inevitable kiwistyle parties. This may be the first time that a convention has, bodily, 
moved venue during the convention itself - Sunday saw a line of fans making their way 
from Farthing's to The Royal - those mad, impetuous fun-loving New Zealanders.

Talking of New Zealand, Nigel - in his capacity as FFANZ administrator on 
that side of the Tasman - reports that the balance of FFANZ in New Zealand stands at 
around NZ$120. This estimate, however, would not include the money from the two-day 
media/Star Trek-oriented con 2010 (take it away, Keith Smith).

*2010 went very well. It was held on the Saturday & Sunday of CnzJ Labour 
Weekend (26/27 Nov) ate the WEA building. We managed to make a reasonable profit, thanks 
to the auction. FFANZ should do rather well out of that.
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'What we had was a low-key affairthe attendees were mostly Wellingtonians 
but we had Debbie and Carol from Christchurch, and Lana Brown from Wanganui. The first 
day consisted of the introduction, and a viewing of '2010: Odyssey Two', and following 
that a Start Trek quiz. John Knight was the Quizmaster and I kept score, having set 
the ST part (after winning the quiz last year). Can't remember who won, but everyone 
had a good time. That night we went off to a Chinese dinner and later most of the con 
trooped back to watch ’Marooned’ (I think it was, as I didn’t go - John Knight & Katee 
& I went off and played games. [’Games’, eh?J Esorry, I couldn't resist.!

'Next day we had a few SF/ST games before starting on the KAOS Eread: Killer] 
hunt.; The idea was that a 'Klingon was to go and hide in Central Wellington and we had 
to go and find him. Our objective: to put an orange sticker on him (hence the subtitle 
'Spot The Klingon'). His objective: stay unspotted till noon. The Klingon was given 
ten minutes' head start and then bands of eager, intent con attendees set off in a 
systematic search pattern.... The Klingon was spotted after an hour.

'Lunch was taken in the local-park and then we went back for the auction, 
where the bidding was fast and. furious - just like at Halleycon. Following that was 
the STANZA A.G.M., which saw the setting up of a Christchurch branch, and following,which 
the quiz prizes were given, including prizes for the best wrong answers [Now there s 
an idea....1

'As Carol and Debbie had to leave then, a bunch of us got into our masquerade 
costumes and went off to see them off at the airport. We certainly got a few odd looks 
as we arrived, i.e. three Starfleet officers, a ninja, two aliens and a free fall karate 
expert. Then it was back to the con where (you guessed it) it was .time for t e masque. 
And that's the brief rundown of 2010.' [Thanks, Keith.]

A Mirror For Observers
Or: Is It Allright To Sa.y What You Think About Someone Else's Fanzine^In^ug^ca^ 

' Chnd What Happens If It Isn't)

[In the last issue of Thyme we ran two letters from Joseph Nicholas ana 
Judith Hanna (both currently resident in Britain) which were reasonably critical o- 
the general calibre of Australian fanzine. In this expanded Letters o Comen • -
we look first at what people wrote in to say about those letters, and more esies. 
John Foyster gets first swoop at what Joseph & Judith had to say....J

’Dear Roger and Peter, as I try to keep ahead of every trend I had,
of course, already worn rny CAPTAIN EC tee-shirt to school when
But it was not, pace your heading on page 2, 'an outstanding success : ,in ee , 
all I drew were remarks about Michael Jackson’s participation - yuck! is
about the way the kids put it. What did I do wrong?

'Judith Hanna’s and Joseph Nicholas’s letters show consistently what tn< 
writers of Fuck The Notional did wrong, however. Their admiration for Th£ 
Motional seems to me to confirm the notion that, at least in fandom, the ru- 
tinction between style and content remains sound. What distinguishes the -wo 
fanzines, after all, is that The Motional attacks the way Leigh and Valma 
write, while Fuck The Notional attacks what they write.

'In dealing with the stylistic criticism Joseph, for example, is 
generous - 'dead on target with some of its criticisms’. One wonders whether 
he or Judith would be so generous in their analysis of an argument, u 
nuclear disarmament which had an error rate of, say, 30%. One can t le -uie 
because, confronted with a semblance of argument in F^ck_27?e_Noti<^ai “Ou 
Joseph and Judith swing the old ad hominem hatchet they claim to deplore. 
There's nothing of substance in their case against the Wastrels, 3us - 
obsession with motivation. I don’t think the Wastrels are wholly c°rrect 3-n 
the substance of their case (and I've written to them to that effect) but nothing 
written by either Joseph or Judith deals with the substance of the Co.»e mac c
by the Wastrels.
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'I’ve gone on too Long about this sad story, but I should conclude by 
referring briefly to a delusion of Judith's. In some circles at least 
Leigh and Valina are not admired for producing a consistently literate fanzine. 
On the contrary, there's a widely held view, substantiated by bitter experience, 
that Leigh's capacity to misspell simple words, ’and so ruin a point, is 
unexcelled in fandom and probably the Australian Public Service. (Why am I 
writing this to the man who invented 'Hack Herman'?) Regular, yes.

'Indeed, that’s one of the strongest points in Perry's article. If 
fanzines appear regularly the potential contributors are much encouraged by 
that knowledge, and act accordingly.

'Sorry I haven't got anything really exciting for you this month. 
And I haven't been bribed, either.'

Regards,

C/1 John.

CAt this point, our responses to Joseph's letter become a little more 
personal as we hear from two of the contributors to Fuck The Notional. First, from 
Dave Luckett.3

'Dear Roger and Peter,
I saw in the last Thyme that Joseph Nicholas 

has weighed in with what he no doubt thinks is a contribution to "a learned 
debate", to use his own expression, on The Notional. It has become something 
of a cachet to recieve a bucketing from Joseph, and I acknowledge this one 
with glee,

'This is for two reasons. Firstly, abuse from Joseph implies that he 
thinks I am worth vilifying - and the world is so full of things that Joseph 
wishes to vilify that I can only be flattered that he has taken time out of 
his busy schedule, and briefly paused from abusing everything else in general, 
so as to abuse me in particular.

’Secondly, and more importantly, this: Joseph is known to be so resolutely 
wrongheaded in his opinions, and so helplessly and foolishly the prisoner of 

. his own dogmas (to which all issues which come to his attention are instantly 
referred) that any statement he makes with such passion will generally be dis
counted as being suspect; the amount of personal insult contained in it being 
in inverse proportion to its trustworthiness.

'Thus, by slanging me in such crudely personal terms, Joseph has actually 
lent me stature and credibility. At the same time, by not addressing my 
criticisms of The Notional, he has left the middle ground to me.

'Nothing further need be said, but since Joseph has made the inevitable 
(for him) political reference, X can't resist the temptation to point out 
how clearly he has demonstrated that arousing mixture of naivety, inconsistency 

' and muddled savagery which characterises the extreme left, and which makes them 
the greatest asset of the Tories. More power to his pen! The Tories need , 
people like Joseph; Britain needs them; the human race needs them. God, wouldn t 
it be awful if we were all moderate or, for that matter, rational?’

[TO be fair to Joseph, the letter he sent us wasn't really supposed to be 
a reasoned article intended for publication; more of a gut reaction which he was working 
his way around to telling us not to bother using. Anyway, I'm sure he'll be pleased 
to hear that he’s held in such high regard here that being criticised by him is taken 
as a compliment.

[Our next response from a Fuck The Notional contributor is from Ian.Rubber
duck" Nichols... take it away, ian.3
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'I am not thin-skinned, and I really don't feel particularly piqued 
at Joseph Nicholas's letter, or that of his wife, Judith Hanna. It might 
have been an interesting point to note that they are, as well as married, 
both co-editors of Fuck The Tories. Some of the ire contained in both 
letters could perhaps be explained if this relationship were known to the 
non-initiate. However that's not, for me, the important issue,

'I'll try to avoid my normal bull-baiting style for the moment, because 
I think we have evidence, within these two letters, of something which has been 
bothering me for some time. It’s a phenomenon called canonisation. It works 

! like this: a set of ideas, conventions or people becomes subsumed by an 
established order. If you agree, in style, concept, tone, feeling or whatever 
with that set of whatsits, then you are admitted to the club. You, in effect, 
become part of the establishment.

'It's this sort of approach to literature and, by extension, to literary 
criticism, which is put forward by T.S.Eliot in an essay called 'Tradition and 
the Individual Talent' {Collected Essays, 1932). He sees literature as a vast 
conglomeration of works, all in constant movement to accommodate new fellows 
into the matrix. However, the new fellows can only be admitted if they are of 
the right colour, so to speak. (It's interesting to note, and this parenthet
ical aside will really only interest students of literature, since it gives 
them some ideaof my own critical viewpoint, that Eliot's poetic and dramatic 
works are sometimes at odds with his ideas on the nature of literature.)

’More modern critics, such as Terry Eagleton, with whom Joseph Nicholas 
should be familiar if he has any serious pretensions to being taken as a 
Marxist critic, have pointed out that the attempt to delimit critical methods 
only to forms considered as literature by traditional institutions, sue. ao 
schools and universities, debases modern linguistic theory (Marxism and^Lit- 
erary Criticism, 1976). He points out that any linguistic structure is available 
to semiology, structuralism, deconstruction, or Marxist theories of language.
In particular, he refers to the pioneering work done by John Berger in the
application of Marxist or, at least, sociolinguistic literary theory to oil 
painting {Ways of Seeing, J.Berger, 1972). This brings us to fansines.

'I don't want to go too far into the theory of it all toh, why notJ, but,
- basically, 'zines are language. As such, they are available to the modern.

critical methods I’ve referred to above. They also have their canonised forms, 
and that’s what Joseph Nicholas, Leigh Edmonds et al. are all about. As part 
of what could be called the Establishment of Fandom, Joseph seems to assume the 
role of one of the arbiters of what is and what is hot Good Fan Writing.
It strikes me then as somewhat ironic that his letter, which displays such innate 
conservatism, should have a return address which is the 'People's Revolutionary 
Collective'. It also seems contradictory for Joseph Nicholas to.decry the lack 
of opportunity for 'learned debate' when he shows no mean expertise in 'eye- 
gouging in the gutter'. As I said in my article in Fuck The Notional, I had 
intended to write a much more scathing piece, but that was in the heat of anger. 
Condescension will always anger me, since it presupposes a superiority which is 
innate, rather than earned by reasoned argument. Perhaps it is as well, in view 
of the tender sensibilities of the editorship of The notional^ that I.did not 
continue with my original intention of taking a scalpel to the 'zine itself. 
Instead, I attempted to address a more general issue, that of how such zine 
as The Notional gain prominence.

'Judith Hanna writes of the 'overseas fan who simply can’t be bothered 
to readmost Australian fanzines, let alone loc them.' I feel that this says 
a great deal about the parochialism of overseas (read "British’’) fans, and very 
little about Australian 'zines. In fact, a great number of U.S. and Canadian 
fans have responded with Iocs to The Space Wastrel, as they have to many Aus- 
tralian 'zines. I don’t want to condemn British fandom on the somewhat suspect 
statements of two people who, it could be charitably construed, may have a vested 
interest in maintaining a particular format and conception of the correct model 
of how fanzines are or should be. Nor do I feel that The WastreI should bow
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humbly to the judgement that it is uninteresting, since it is uninteresting 
in such good company.’

Love and Kisses,
Ian Nichols.

iThe final comment, and perhaps an appropriate note on which to end 
our discussion of "Those Fanzines", comes from Lewis Morley, fresh back from a 
DUFF trip to the land where (we’re reliably informed) they invented fan feuding.1

’Dear Roger and Peter,
1 I feel a bit guilty about writing to you since

there are dozens of people in the U.S. I should write to thank but haven't 
had the time to. Two days after I landed back in Australia I was working 
full bore ten hours a day, six days a week, on Oz’s first big budget "sci- 
fi" movie, The Time Guardian.

'This is taking Up an unnaturally large portion of my vital essences, 
so general living is likely to take a back-seat until January '87. As much 
as I liked American fandom, there was a certain amount of bullshit, gossip, 
rumourmongering and political infighting that surrounded and included us. 
After six months' worth we were burned out, browned off and ready to return 
to the peacefulness of Australia. We returned to the.shit fight of The Motional.

"Aie actual publication I found quite amusing but the coincidence of 
Fuck The Notional put it into its proper, sour context. It really pisses me 
off that people seem to have nothing more creative upon which to spend their 
energies. The whole engineered campaign is tedious to one who has had more 
than enough bullshit already. The so-called ’Fannish Filosofer’ grinning 
like some jam-stained naughty boy, pronouncing how "clever" it all is iu^t 
bores me. The Notional has folded, so its detractors have got their wis , 
I’m just hoping we don’t get months of self-congratulation, incrimination 
and more bullshit. I’d like to think, right or wrong, the event is now 
history and people will occupy their talents in creation instead of destruction.

Lewis«
OOOOOOOOOOOOOO o

Getting Into Vandom
Cone most unexpected result of Judith’s letter about Aussie fanzines being 

thrown away unopened and unread has'been a few quite nice letters from some overseas 
fans. Bob Shaw used the position of Toastmaster at Aussiecon H as an excuse to rentin' 
isce over his early days in fandom. Not that Bob or anyone else needs an excuse to 
think back and Remember When.... 3

’Dear Roger and Peter,
thanks for another Thyme. I think it's a really 

good fanzine, and for the life of me I can’t work out how you keep up your 
energy, and your enthusiasm for all the hard work involved. IS it because 
you are young? I used to be young, but the world has changed a lot since then. 
The moon has been trampled upon; science has discovered that everything is 
bad for you; Merle Oberon has died; it is no longer possible to top up t e 
shock absorbers on your car; it is impossible to find good acid drops in t e 
sweet shops; school kids heedlessly crdsh chestnuts under their feet instead 
of playing conkers; Brian Burgess no longer sells meat pies at conventions...

’But fanzine fandom keeps on going, thanks to people like you.
Keep it up!’

Yours, A

[Yvpnn.e Rousseau also Remembers. The occasion is her first exposure to 
the perils of Melbourne fandom via the Nova Mob....I
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Nova Mob The First Time
by Yvonne Rousseau.

In the past, the Nova Mob has been for many fans a thing of both fascination 
and terror. Some people, braving it for the first time, have had their nerve break, and 
have fled or slunk away again.

My own story begins in 1981, when. I was subscribing to SB COBuneii'taxy, and 
had received several Nova Mob invitations from the editor, Bruce Gillespie, who thought 
well of my reviews of sf in the Australian Book- Peyiw. I had never met Bruce, or any 
other fan. Having read of a meeting which starred Chris Priest and would be in Brunswick 
instead of the normal faraway St Kilda - having heard from Bruce, by telephone, how 
delighted to see new faces the Mob always was - I deposited my daughter with friends and 
set off by tram (on a rather sultry evening), fluttering the pages of my Ioverted, ^drld, 
and wishing that my friends had dealt rather less on the disquieting theme of how extreme
ly brave this was of me. Humdrum and unenterprising, I should, have preferred them to 
call it.

The front door of the meeting house was open. I rang the doorbell and at 
the end of the passageway a vague form appeared, peered at me, disappeared. Voices 
could be heard, but no one came out. Instead, two people came up the street from behind 
me, introduced themselves as Jenny and Russell Blackford, and led me down the passageway, 
where Lee Harding identified himself, and was amiable. Jenny Blackford was,wearing her 
hair short and very blonde-r she had on an extremely chic black dress with military-style 
buttons; and she soon beagn drinking from the mouth of aft elegantly shaped long green 
bottle. This embarrassed. Russell, who seemed to believe that people used a wine-glass 
as proof of not being inebriated.

Lee. Harding drifted back to his friends in the living room; the Blackfords 
drifted out to inspect the back garden. Meanwhile, two things had become clear: Most 
of the Mob had yet to come back from the local pub where they had been dining; and our 
host (out with the rest) was Damien Broderick - whose book, The Dreaming Prggggg, - bad 
reviewed; and whose politely crushing reply to me had then appeared in the,j^tral ia£ 
Boek Review, and had been followed (in the next issue) by an equally crushingly por^te 
reply from me to him. The tactlessness of my friends in praising my bravery 
in their doing it without knowing anything about this correspondence.

lay partly

to choo&e 
along the 
would want

On the principle that most people with a house should be allowed 
who comes into it, I felt uneasy until I could introduce myself to my host 
lines of: ’I was the one who wrote that; what do you say?' ~ just in Case he 
to say: ’You utter creep) Get away from my house!’ I therefore waited, strategically, 
on a kitchen chair which travellers from front door to living room would have, to pass. 
Unfortunately, it was also passed by lime, the household’s oversized,German short-hair 
pointer, Who was highly strung (I‘later learned) at the calmest of times and who, while 
racing past, twice cannoned into my knees, apparently unnoticing as a tank, and left me 
attempting to control my writhing. (I later learned that, using similar tactics in ah 
open field, lime had oncegiven Damien a leg-injury he took two months to recover from.)

Striving to conceal my agony - ’the dog bumped me* seeming so inadequate 
an ‘excuse for it - I felt more demoralised than soothed when Lucy Sussex introduced 
herself and made a remark about a passing Persian cat, but seemed just,as vague as the 
Blackfords on the subject of Bruce Gillespie. Moreover, thunderous noises were now 
proving that I had misinterpreted the house’s layout; the Mob was even now settling 
itself in the living room, having entered by another door, and had thus defeated my 
plan to privately waylay my host.

I braved the living room. Bruce Gillespie later claimed that,thirty people 
were in it, and that it would comfortably accomodate six. A man whose hair was 
bafflingly wet, and. whose accent identified him as Chris Priest, was telling an anec ote 
about Captain Chandler, and was being rewarded with fannish laughter. I sat on e 
floor, and unobtrusively observed the mostly male audience. 1 privately identified one 
of them as George Turner - but was anybody Bruce Gillespie?

A fresh miscalculation was unveiled. I could have encountered Damien 
Broderick away from the public gaze if I had only remained in the kitchen - which he 
now mysteriously emerged from, bearing food. I recognised him at once, but wx„. a,, 
since this person was so unlike the image derived from the photograph in The breaming;
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Dragons. The reality was taller, thinner, cleaner, and more austere, A female journal
ist was later to write of him: 'Tall and imposing, with piercing eyes, he is actually 
gentle and softly-spoken.' At this time, however, he was not speaking - his face Seemed 
pale and set - he might be preoccupied with his hostship, or he might be a person 
capable of taking permanent offence.

Had he recognised me? When my book. The Murders At Hanging Rock, had been 
published the year before, I had appeared on a couple of television programmes, and 
my photograph was in several magazines and newspapers, as well as.in my book. Bizarre 
though it seemed to me (I have abnormal difficulty in recognising people even from their 
fades) j, strangers were still recognising me from these appearances. Obscurity’s ample 
Cloak, had unpredictable rips in it. Thus, when I briefly caught ray host's eye, and he 
looked away with an expression that could have been a sneer, I evolved this proposition: 
'If Damien Broderick dees recognise me, and looks at me like that, then I don’t belong 
in his house*’

i was Succumbing, as I sat, to what I now know to be a typical case of 
fahhish paraftoia. I didn’t know the Mob’s procedure? in one. of these silences, would 
they ail turn to me and gently request my credentials? If they did, I now feared that 
I would scream. These people all knew one another, and they were all bigger than me, 
and richer (no shabby jeans and home-repaired sandals here - except mine)* 1 decided
that they mostly resembled Kingsley Amis’s Lucky Jim. - and his reaction to my kind of 
predicament was: 'what messes these women got themselves into over nothing. Men got 
themselves into messes too, and ones that weren’t so easily.got out of, but their messes 
arose from attests to satisfy real and simple needs.’

I stood up and walked out of the room, to make a choice: go to the kitchen 
and sort things out with my host, or walk out the door and perhaps sort them out later, 
o?i neutral ground. I walked out the door. Coming up the path were two men who made me 
hesitate again;-they looked amiable, humourous, interesting, relaxed - is it possible 
(I ask myself how) that John Bangsund and Tony Thomas had arrived together? But they 
were deep in talk? I didn’t interrupt them. I walked to the tramstop, still with a 
choices catch the tram home, or but a bottle of mineral water and return with it* 
(One source of paranoia had been that everyone else had brought a bottle? J. later learned 
that this - like most aspects of the gathering - was not characteristic of Nova Mobs.) 
After a long Wait for it, I caught the train.

Yvonne Rousseau
CAhd then there are people who have yet to have much to Remember - 

Gina Goddard, writestl

'Bear Peter and Roger,
_ ,. . Don’t knock me off the mailing list. Please I
»*, v T Had TOREE silver crosses in a row (I used to like the colour silver) 
tJt took, here it is, my second loc in existence (ignore the syntax).
.... . .. hOw (tell me if I do this incorrectly), let's start with #57
<w-3-cn I collected today). Thanks for the FFANZ & DUFF stuff attached.
I might actually vote for these. Many little, young, inexperienced, down-trodden, 
young S unknown fans (namely me) get very few chances to vote for these sort of 

3nd “~ve in fear of, when voting, not fulfilling the requirement of
jeinq own to the administrators etc." But what the hell. Nothing ventured, 
nothing rejected!’ 3

'I must sign off without saying much about Thyme #58 except to point out 
that sf doesn’t have a monopoly on juvenile, idiotic & offensive advertising 
(and I’m sure that it was never Foyster's intention to suggest so). There is 
very little anyone can do about it in sf until the whole concept of advertising 
changes.’

^Actually Giha isn’t really all that inexperienced and downtrodden.
We know she’s been around long enough at least to have got herself onto the committees 
of Swanton XI and the 'Perth in. 89’ NatCon. bid. (Though not long enough to know not 
to volunteer for this sort of thing.)J
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[I don't know that we can do much in these pages to change 'the whole 

concept of advertising'; back then to the smaller concerns of fandom.]

And Now For Something Completely Different

[Every so often, as editors of a newszine, we have thrust before us a 
Burning Issue of the Day. Burning Issues are always, inherently, Very Interesting 
Careh’t they], arid invariably take up lots of space in Thyme that one dreadfully 
cynical person was recently heard to remark might better be used to list the winning 
Tattslotto numbers, or perhaps statistics on the latest Test (this is a newszine, 
after all).]

[.Earlier on in the year, the Burning Issue of the Day was a lengthy and - 
date I say it - reasonably tedious argument concerning the theoretical best of all 
possible Constitutions, by which to run Australian National SF Conventions. We did 
Our poor best to dress up the affair as the Constitution Wars , because we felt pretty 
sure that most fans (and certainly the casual reader) would find such protracted, in- 
depth discussion Very Boring.]

[The current Burning Issue, then, is the matter of what sort of sf awards 
should be given out by fans. Time again (sigh) to call up the Creative Packaging 
Department; find some way of making the whole shebang interesting... but wait! Look 
at all these letters streaming in: people interested in talking about the Ditmars - 
we even have someone writing from japan - Hazu Hiroaki.]
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advertisement in Seifinform for 'Holland in 1990

'Dear Mr Roger Wedda.ll, 
thank you very much for sending me 
Thyme #58. It's very stimulating. 
I enjoyed especially the discussions 
among your members on fanac and the 
Ditmars. Japanese fandom has almost 
forgotten discussions or dialogs since 
long time ago [sic'J. The number of 
"organised fen" in Japan is now more 
than ten times larger than in the 60's, 
but most of the 200-300 fan clubs have 
little or no interest in contacting 
each other, except in some opportunities 
[involving] big conventions.

1 am one of the few old fash
ioned fen in Japan, and love to contact 
with as many sf-nal people, Japanese 
and foreign, as I can. I started last 
August an internationalist newszine 
Seifinfarm with the purpose of informing 
Japanese fen or pros of current events 
outside Japan. The first issue of 
Seifinform carries news from China (on 
the first sf short story contest in that 
country), Argentina (on several sf mag
azines there), Hungary (on the post
ponement of Hungarocon), Romania (a let
ter from our correspondent in Bucharest) 
the Soviet Union (on the expected boost 
of social or "political" status of the 
Strugatski Brothers, thanks to the on
going liberalisation by the Gorbachev 
administration) and the United States 
(an essay by our correspondent Tatsumi 
Takayuki - currently living in Ithaca, 
N.Y. - on everyday correspondence with

several American writers and critics, including Samuel Delany, James Gunn, William Gibson
et hl.).1
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[Hazu then goes on to talk about the difficulty of preparing an English- 
language version of the newszine, for foreign readers....!

’1 have a plan in mind to launch an English language edition of this 
newszine, which is to cover news from Japan and other Asian countries, and 
some countries outside Asia where we have correspondents (Hungary and Romania 
for example). The English edition will be for foreign readers. But it takes 
longer for the Japanese to write stories in English and, so far, some people 
whom I asked to write con reports or general reports on the Japanese sf scene 
have not yet sent me them.’

[Hazu, we have enough difficulty putting an English language newszine 
together on any regular basis, and we ourselves (and [most of! our contributors) are 
native speakers of English; good luck with SciJrinforml!

[Closer to home... what’s that Burning smell? Ah yes....!

THE DITMARS

[it seems that people's comments in the last couple of issues of Th^me_ 
on the subject of the Australian Science Fiction Achievement Awards have stirred up 
quite a bit of response froin the fannish electorate. Let’s start off with a e er 
from the person who sparked off this round of the debate; Jack, Herman.

Bear Peter and Roger,
thanx for the latest Thyme which is a very 

interesting issue, although I’m not sure of its fascination content for those 
uninterested in Awards.. Like the debate earlier in the year on the Constitution 
I trust that this debate will have the effect of clearing the air. It has already 
changed my mind on a couple of issues.

[Before getting onto that,! 'a strong mea culpa. Don’t blame poor old 
William Good, who was good enough to lend me his P.O.Box for the Daniel Wallace 
hoax. Of all the various hoaxes and drolleries in Thyme #56 it was about the 
least offensive and was aimed, primarily, at Carey Handfield. I was wholly 
responsible for the joke and trust no one was offended.

’But the Ditmar thing was no hoax and no joke [you reckon? Ah well.!
I might have been off-target with some of the categories but meant no offence. 
If I might start with some background to my thinking and then proceed to look 
at particular responses to my ideas. From 1969 to 1978 (inclusive) there were 
three awards given consistently - International Fiction, Aus.Fiction and Fanzine,. 
Most cons also gave another award, and the Atheling was started in 1976. From 
1979 we have seen a proliferation (and to use John’s phrase ’trivialisation’). 
of the awards, culminating in 1985 when eleven voters awarded twelve gongs, eight 
of them official Ditmars. [That year, in fact, the eleven voters awarded eight 
Ditmars; there were additionally four ’Special Awards' given out by 
the Advent ion 85 committee.! The only advantage that Fanwriter or Fanartist have 
is they were invented a year or two earlier than the others: Writer in 1979, Artist 
in 1980, Cartoonist in 1983 (but lasting only two years), Editor in 1983 (but 
lasting only three years) and Dramatic Presentation in 1984 (lasting only one year). 
By the way the awards went, all these awards tended to be fannish awards (except 
for the Dramatic Presentation) and all honoured only fannish achievement basically 
carried out in fanzines. Except for a few times with the semi-official William 
Atheling Jr Award, the only professional exercise honoured was the writing of prose 
(with one Dramatic Presentation Ditmar; as counterpoint).

[For the complete and accurate list of Ditmar categories! 
[honoured in any given year, see diagram page 1 .

'When I came to consider these awards after Capcon approached me to run 
them I considered the whole range of activities taken in.by s an a * 
While, in 1969, the major route of fanac may have been viano longer the case. Maybe three-quarters of Australian Jandom carry on their 
fanac without reference to fanzines at all - more might be in thi. "
you define fanzines as not including media fiction zines
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Similarly, there has been a quantum increase in the amount of non-literary sf 
created professionally in Australia - from those involved in all aspects of the 
film and tv industries (script, production, direction, effects creation, model
making etc.), art, radio, drama etc.. In thinking of categories for honouring 
I took into consideration this diaspora in fannish and professional sf work.
I also took into consideration that the awards Should be for Australians for work 
done here (by and large). Hence the five categories that appeared on the sheet 
which I sent to Canberra in June, in the hope of having a meaningful debate 
before the voting and nominations started.

If I can summarise the general feeling of the Melbourne fanzine fans who 
, have written to Thyme in response to the suggestions, what you want is two Ditmars 

for the pros (and for writing only) and three for fans - 'zine, writing and art. 
While this seems to be a good concensus, it is an agreement of people who are 
involved in fanzine fandom and takes no account of those in fandom who generate 
fanac in other ways. National cons are, to my way of thinking, a conglomerate 
con that brings together the disparate elements of fandom. As such, those nominat
ing and voting for the awards at a NatCon will not just be those who read and 
produce fanzines. It is alienating to suggest that a major aspect of the NatCon 
should be restricted to one aspect of fandom, and reinforces attitudes like those 
expressed in meida fandom that 'literary' fandom does not want to associate 
with them.

'Roger abrades me for comparing the nominating process in Aus. to that 
for the Hugos, but the trends are increasingly the same: people nominating 
or voting for awards at NatCons or WorldCons are a fair representation of those 
who attend the con, and that includes an increasing number of fans who have little 
or nothing to do with fanzines. So, the zines nominated (and the trend is also 
for most people to nominate adn vote in all categories, not only those they have 
knowledge of) tend to be the larger circulation zines, and regular zines like 
Thyme, The Notional and (ghod forbid, twice) The Forerunner.

'None of the Ditmars are intended for 'Life Achievement' but for particular 
work (usually a particular piece) in 1986. I will append a separate idea I have 
for Life Achievement Awards - as have been suggested by Merv Binns with the 
'Ron E Graham Award', and by Advention 85 with the 'Bert Chandler Award .

'In Thyme #56, the editor complains that there is a problem in comparing^ 
a costume with a filk with a fanzine etc.. But this doesn't seem to be a problem 
with the DUFF voters who have to distinguish between a fanzine fan, a costumer, a 
con organiser and a letterhack. Nor has it stopped novels being compered with 
(and competing against) anthologies, short stories and large picture books in the 
Fiction categories. Nor TV vs. film vs. records vs. plays etc. in both the 
Dramatic Presentation Hugo and Ditmar. Things are tough all over and choices are 
often difficult. The voter has to make the choice from their knowledge of the field 
And they mightn't have seen a nominated costume in the same way that they haven't 
seen a nominated fanzine.

'The problem with Transfinite is illusory: if it is a professional piece 
(i.e. they were paid to produce it) it qualifies under category 5; if it wasn t, 
it is eligible under 4. Unlike John Foyster, I don’t see a problem here: by 
definition, a professional piece is not a fannish piece. So, something eligible 
for a Pro award would not be eligible for a fan one.

'Bruce Gillespie's letter makes a lot of sense. I'm not sure I could find 
ten 'zines to nominate but that is a matter of judgement Cor, surely, a matter of 
being in touch with one's surroundings?!. Both from an historical perspective and 
from the ooint of of view of reflecting the area's attitude to fanac, it is import
ant to encourage fanzines - probably more important than promoting fanzines. And 
for that reason I can see a lot of sense in making the separate fannish category 
for fanzines, as has been the tradition since 1969 and lumping fanwriting in among 
the other fannish endeavours.

'Mandy Herriot is probably correct in stating that fanzine and fan artist 
attract the most votes. This is a good argument but there is a limit to the 
number of awards that can be given, so something has to miss out, and it is import
ant to recognise all aspects of fandom in the awards.
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’Perry Middlemiss doesn't quite prove his case but makes the same point 

as Bruce about the paramount importance of the fanzine and its editor.
'John is moving in from a different angle. His complaints raised more 

philosophical questions. I trust that the earlier parts of the letter show the 
different attitude I have to sf and fandom. I don’t see it as purely connected 
with matters arising from written sf (and adult sf at that); I have little problem 
admitting that there are fans who are more fun-loving or juvenile or derive their 
pleasure from different sources than I. I am not heavily into the sort of literary 
approach that motivates, say, Bruce Gillespie’s type of review and criticism, any 
more than I am into the adoration of an actor because they read an actor’s lines 

j well (or badly) during a film 01 tv series. But I can recognise that those people 
[who doJ have every bit as much right in fandom as I do. And that their activities 
are as worthy of recognition as wine. There is the case to be made that a writer 
of fanzine fiction might be just as good a writer as one in the fannish metier or 
that a costumer might have done more for fandom in a year than a fanzine editor or 
that organising a con is an activity that might be recognised along with the easier 
and less-likely-to-attract-criticism-task of pubbing one's ish.

'The trivialisation of awards comes not from spreading the net in the areas 
to be honoured but from diluting their worth by giving one for every little thing 
that is deemed, one year, to be worthy for every year. Under the current system, 
no future concern is bound by the way CAPCON gives its awards. (CONVICTION hasn't 
yet decided on its categories and I will not be setting them 
Gerald Smith is the Convenor of the Awards Sub-Committee and will be presenting 
his choices to the concom for acceptance or rejection.) So, if a committee feels 
that it has been a while since fanzine writing has received a specific award, 
it might put that in. I cannot see anything wrong (in my concept of fandom) 
with a plurality of opinion on what should be honoured and a different set of 
awards each year to reflect that.

'Another couple of quibbles with John: I believe I moved for the deletion 
of the Ixiternational Fiction Ditmar once and, having been robLed, didn’t do so 
again. I haven't been the only one in commments to you to suggest that it is 
now time to delete it. I won’t catalogue the reasons but it comes back to the 
important point of philosophy: Aussie awards should be for Aussie material - an 
attempt to encourage excellence here. Lastly, re John, I trust ’Hack' Herman

#57, p.12, para.31 was a typo caused by the proximity of *H’ to 'J' on 
the keyboard and not any malice of John’s.

'The editorial comments in Thyme #57 talk of 'groundswell’. Nice term, 
folks, but hardly apposite as it really reflects the opinions of the editors’ 
mates, a group connected, intimately, with fanzine random and whose opinion 
may be a tad biased. The editors ask for whose benefit the awards are being 
run. My answer is the whole of fandom, including those who haven’t been acknow
ledged in the past. To award a professional AV award rather than a fan artist 
is not to belittle fanartists but to recognise that there are other pro achieve
ments outside writing. (The alternative is to have but one pro Writing award - 
short stories against novels - which I tried in 1983 but got so shat upon for by 
the pros themselves, for good reason.) I might counter with my own rhetorical 
question (and even give an answer)s who is clamouring for the three fan awards - 
'zine, writer and artist? Why it is the very people who are involved in the 
fanzine production side of fandom.

'Irwin’s letter which you published in Thyme #58 raises a few points 
worth considering. He says that masquerade winners get prizes so why give awards. 
But fanzines get their immediate prize with LoCs, and a later one with the Ditmars, 
so why not costumers? And where are the prizes for Con organisers or artists or 
filkers or whatever one does for fanac that isn’t writing, editing or illustrating 
a fanzine? Irwin also wants to add a Film Category because he is into film, but

’As to what awards I believe should be awarded, 
I ^ould go for Best Aussie Novel, Short Fiction, 
Fanwriter, Fanzine and Fan Artist,~at least.
Some may suggest an award for Best Aussie Film, 
but I doubt the producers/directors of such films
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actually are aware of the existence of the Ditmars. 
And as such, I can’t see that they’d necessarily be 
honoured to get a Ditmar. Surely to be of any 
worth an award should mean something both to the 
recipient and to those giving, the awards.’

__---------------(Irwin Hirsh, in Thyme #58 p.9 para.3)

that ignores all the creative work on the film and any other aspect of 
sf outside books and short stories. Again, we are bound by xive awards (and I do: 
think we should give out more than five or we get back to the ridiculous 198

, situation). I’m not overly happy with having compendium, categories but they appear 
to be a necessary evil. -It is the only way we can recognise contributions -■ 
the wide variety of professional and fannish inputs into the sf c<*™lty «^o 
award proliferation. At this time, in the midst of the debate which I 
continue, I favour the following five categories: Novel, Short l.i£tion, F^n- ,
Fannish Endeavours and

Fanzine,
Audio and/or Visual.’

Life Achievement Awards.
year - 
the cumu-

’A Short Note on
'The idea is that the Ditmars are awarded for achievements m one 

a oarticular act, book or set of works, but there is no award given for 
lative work of a lifetime. We, at Syneon 83, tried to do something aoout this by 
giving a Services to Australian Fandom Award, which we gave to Robin J<^son‘ 
I think this is an idea which has merit as an intermittent awar . y 1»,AV 
is that it is administered by the Australian SF Foundation Ltd. (after all they 
have to do something) and that a committee of four or five is appoin e , , ■ 
ing various States and areas of interest in fandom. Each year, tms comm 
solicits nominations from fandom in general and then determines whether there . 
a suitable recipient. If one is selected (from among the nominees) then the awara 
can be made at the NatCon. Nominations may include a donation topay for t^awar . 
I thought the award for the pros could be called the ’A.Bertram Chandler Award for 
.. . „ ■ 1 2” (Or somesuch) and the other to De caucu

’Ron Graham Award for Services to Australian Fandom . There s
the committee should be non-controversiax, 

just joking, Jack; have you thought 
Ho ho ho.J 

Life Achievement in SF Professional Work 
the '--  ----------
to fill Thyme's lettercels. (People on
so I am out for a start.) [Now I know you're 
out the implications of that last sentence?

'A Shorter Note on ’Faan1 Awards.
* If you want to reward certain aspects 

have a faan award, nominated by and voted on 
to fanzines - edit, article, art or letter - 
We could then distinguish afeonu:- 3

of Aus fanzine fandom, why not 
only by people who contributed 
in the previous 12 months.

we couxu uuex. —m. Editor; Serious writer; Humourous ^iter;
FAAN Fiction Writer; Artist; Cartoonist; Letterhack:; Fillois ; ana 
Anyone want to start such awards? At least, it would be a peer awara.

’See you in church,’
, ■■ Jack,

[Jack Herman, it must be admitted, has done a fair amount for 
and fannish bureacracies in his time. There have been laud^e lings
from the crowd and been stomped on unfairly for wanting ' removed from
like run WorldCons or have the Best International Fiction - go y ^ewhere- 
the Ditmar ballot. I suppose there is a bit of the martyr in im ~ ' SOffletiroes he 
there must be. Otherwise he wouldn’t indulge in this sort 9-
is right and he carries the good cause and is treated unjustly.

[But not this time around. This time he is wrong.
[I don’t believe there’s any point in me trying to do a detailed critique 

Of Jack’s proposals, our other letter writers do that quite well a rea y.
Only this: Ditmars are popular awards given by Australian Fandom as aw o . ,d
I think it’s time Jack produced some evidence of the fans clamouring ■ 1
categories changed in the direction he suggests.
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[But before leaving my comments on the topic of the Ditmars I couldn't 
resist the temptation to offer my own suggestion for redrafting the categories to 

of the problems inherent in Jack’s proposal, while maintaining the basic 
what he's trying to achieve. These are my proposed categories for the 1986clear up some 

thrust of 
Ditmars:

t4. Best Mark: Best professional person whose name can be pronounced 
"Mark" and who's worn a penguin suit in the year of eligibility.

£5. Best Fannish Endeavour: Best Fannish Endeavour not eligible 
, under category 4.

[This would preserve Jack's preferred mix of one very general award 
category and one much more specific one, while cleaning up a lot of the eligibility 
problems. There is no possibility of anyone being nominated for both categories because 
anythin eligible under category 4 is specifically excluded from category 5.

[Media, SCA and other non-literary fans would also find it easier to 
participate in the award process. Mark is quite a common name and names which can be 
pronounced "Mark" are even more common. So media fen would have no trouble finding a 
nominee. Jack's desire to widen the appeal of the Ditmars would thus be satisfied.

[Jack sees it as a good thing that the award categories are no longer 
'set in concrete' and can be varied from year to year. Gerald Smith (head of the 1988 
NatCon Ditmar Awards Sub-Committee) might well decide to have a category for the best 
'John' or 'Peter' or maybe even 'Roger' next year, for variation. I reckon this new 
spirit of experimental award categories is really a good thing - there should be more 
of it. =Peter Burns-]

[If -it were previously my suspicion that this whole performance of Jack’s 
was some sort of joke, after reading his letter here I am certain of it Look if 
will, at the diagram below which shows what Ditmar categories were vo e on,

Ditmar Award Presentations

Category of Award Year

International Fiction

Australian Fiction (Novel)*
Australian Short Fiction2

Fanzine
Professional Magazine3

Dramatic Presentation

Fan Writer
Fan Artist

Cartoonist
SF Editor

William Atheling Jr.

‘69 '70 '71 '72 '73 '74 '75 '76 '77 '78 '79 '80 '81 '82 '83 '84 '85 '86 .

********»***><H>******************«'*****<**<,r****,**'-l-',****-.*?>>****<'><l>**—T-

******** "I. *************W*^tf-r^****

aaA*aaa*AAAAAa*aA'**a****A*,****A*************************^^****‘********2?^?

**** ****

********»***l>J&(t**********'**2???

***»***»***»***4»*44********MliK

W*Wr*Irt********»*****-^**-

ft ft* ft indicates a Ditmar (or William Atheling Jr) Award given in that year.

■artrfrir indicates a ’Special Award* given in that year, which award fits into 
the category shown - see footnotes 2 and 3 below.

1*0 indicates the years Jack Herman has ’presided’ over the awards.

* In the case of years where there have not been separate awards given for Australian (SF/Fantasy) Novel and 
Short Fiction, both categories have been combined into the one award: 'Best Australian Fiction .

2 In 1977 a 'Special Award’ was given to a piece of short fiction - Philippa Maddern's 'The Ins and Outs of 
The Hadya City State' - the year before the Short Fiction category was first officially established.

3 In 1971 Vision of Tomorrow won a 'Special Award’, following on from its official Ditmar of the year previous.
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[Jack's argument for dispensing with the categories of Fan Writer and Fan 

Artist boils down to the fact that they are relatively new, being created in, respect
ively, 1979 and 1980. But what were the first two categories that Jack wanted to do 
away with? International Fiction and Fanzine, two of the original categories of Ditmar 
award, first voted on in 1969. And then we see Jack capriciously changing his mind, 
reinstating the Fanzine category while dropping Fan Writer from the ballot instead.

Cl don't, in fact, think that Jack really has any idea of what to do with
the awards at all, but the urge to meddle is strong and now that he's had his way with
the Constitution, what else is there left to fool with in fandom?

I [Referring to the diagram again, consider the effect that Jack temporarily
had on the Ditmar awards, when he was responsible for them in 1983. He arbitrarily 
abolished the Australian SF Short Fiction category, a move that he now says was wrong 
of him and that he deserved to be criticised for doing. That year also saw the creation 
of two new, failed categories, Best SF Cartoonist and the sorry miscegenation Best SF 
Editor.

[Turn now to the proposed 1987 awards, again being administered by Jack, 
and what do we see? Two new (even stranger) categories, and the proposed abolition 
of a couple of old standards that no-one seems to want to do away with, except maybe Jack.

[My contention, in fact, is that Jack is not particularly interested in 
changing DitmAr categories around, and that the Debater in Jack is much more interested 
in arguing around the point for the fun of it, than the sf fan in Jack is interested in 
presiding over a sensible, relevant or popular set of awards.

[Don't worry, Jack, I assure you that no offence has been taken by what 
you ve proposed so far, as head of the Ditmar Sub-Awards Committee; the only thing I'm 
slightly annoyed by is the fact that you've been left alone in this position of respon
sibility by people who probably have about as much interest in the subject of the Ditmars 
as they have in mailing out the members of Capcon their months-overdue Progress Reports.!

r [=Roger Weddall=]
fandnm -in' to the increasing groundswell of response from our readers, and
to Jack Herm^erCl£* xrst up, we've an Official despatch (in the form of an open letter
on 2out nr°^OnLOi CUSSed *Melbourne fanzine fans’ that Jack was going
on about; Carey Handfreld.J

'Dear Jack,
I think it is time I wrote to you and added my comments 

on the current 'Ditmar' debate.
'I agree with the first three categories on your original list (Best 

Australian fiction - novel and short fiction - plus Best Fan Writer). It is 
that last two categories, covering Australian Fannish Endeavours, and Best 
Audio and/or Visual SF which do not make any sense! There seems to be a basic 
contrad i ction here - on the one hand you have successfully managed to reduce 
the number of Ditmars to five, while at the same time having your last two cat
egories cover eight areas: fannish editing, filking, art, costuming, professional 
dramatic presentation, tv shows, radio programmes & painting! These are the exam
ples given in the original listing in Thyme #58. This leads me to the following:

'Carey Handfield's Theory of SF Awards.
1) The categories for the awards should cover areas of endeavours 

in the sf and fantasy fields which people feel are worth an award. 
This is just a basic introduction.

2) The categories should be limited to areas where there is enough activity 
to make an awrad meaningful. Basically there is no point in having 
a 'best of award if there are only one or two nominations in the category.

3) The categories should relate to the way the awards are operated.
In the case of the Ditmars this means categories should be accessible 
to the general sf community in terms of nominations and to the members 
of the National Con when the voting takes place.

4) Categories should be item-specific and should not try to compare chalk 
with cheese.
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'Using this theory, Australian Fannish Endeavours is out, because you are 
trying to put too many items in the one category. In a 'Best of award, you 
should not have editing competeing against filking against art etc.. If any of 
these areas are big enough they should have a category of their own, or some other 
form of recognition (see below).

' I object to the Best Audio and/or Visual. SF in terms of its having too 
many dissimilar items in the one category, because there are not enough examples 
to make a 'Best of category meaningful, and [because of] lack of accessibility 
to most voters. For example, if you had an av from a small Adelaide con on the 

, ballot or a half-hour ABC radio play which had had one broadcast one on a Sat
urday afternoon, how many voters would have had access to these items/

'So my categories would be as follows:-
1) Best Australian Long Fiction
2) Best Australian Short Fiction
3) Best Australian Fan Writer .
4) Best Australian Fanzine - in the past this is the one category which has 

had the most support/activity; it would be crazy to drop it.
5) Best Australian Fan Artist - if there is a case for a professional artist 

category - and I would question the general accessibility of material 
to nominators/voters - then another category could be added next year.

'Finally, there are other ways of giving awards (Committee Awards, Golden 
Caterpillars etc.) which are more appropriate for some items - filking, costumes 
etc.. i-fl lAiMYours fannishly, \

Carey Hand fie Id TRO
' P.S. I am sending a copy of this to Thyme since they are running a 

forum on the Ditmars.'
[Thank you for that, Carey. Let's hear now from one of our 'mates' who 

lives in faraway Perth: Craig Hilton.]

THE DITMARS.

Gee, somebody sure touched a raw nerve in the collective corpus of 
Oz Fandom, judging by the letters of reply in the latest Great Ditmar Debate. 
Maybe the preceding inertia was not apathy but simply deep thought.

. I admit it - I was ata Swancon XI. I was one of the many who voted 
fairly and squarely for Jack Herman's amended and irrevocable constitution, committing 
us all to a tight budget of just five Australian Science Fiction Achievement Awards. 
It seemed like a good idea at the time; dammit, it still is, or I'm a fool. The change 
comes in context of the spirit of Oz in the mid-eighties - the reining in of expectat
ions in the wake of the unsustainable, heady excesses of previous years, the judicious 
manipulation of supply designed effectively to boost the value of the falling Austral
ian Ditmar. Yes, we're in for hard times, folks, but if we all pull together with 
noses to the grindstone and backs to the wall, we can boldly stride forward to either 
a new and better future or an uncomfortable period of hospitalisation.

I guess the heart of the matter is really the question "what are the 
Ditmars for?" I tried to answer this a little in Thyme #58, suggesting that such 
fannish awards (the Hugos included) are annual public surveys of fandom's impressions 
as to which works or people have influenced or contributed the most to fandom in 
that year, not necessarily judging on straight merit or output alone. How else can 
you explain the news of Back To The Future winning the 1986 Hugo for Best Dramatic Pre~ 
sentation? [Beating out Brazil -yes; we’re still crying in our beer over that one - eds.J 
(In chorus comes the reply "We may not know much about artistic merit, but we know what 
we like!")

Now the time has come for us to decide - what do we really want to do with 
our Ditmars? Are they to be used to encourage fellow fen to strive for ever greater 
non-professional achievement, or should they be aimed at recognising particular
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commercial presentations enjoyed by fandom in general along with the rest of their 
audience? Stringent economy has imposed this choice - are we to reward or to applaud?

Putting in my own personal chips, I'd rather prefer the leaning towards 
fannish endeavours. (Actually, it would be nice to have in excess of twenty-five 
such categories per year, with one for every fan -ho's achieved anything more noteworthy 
than burping. More Golden Caterpillars, I say! But seriously, though....) It's the 
fen, after all, who would so benefit, more than the producers of some film, say, who 
have never heard of a Ditmar. Were there accolades aplenty, we could afford to dole 
out a few to bandy opinions with each other as to which professional audio and/or visual 
sf,, international fiction, etc., we liked the best, but I'd really feel I was getting 
more value from my meagre Ditmar votes if they helped a cause which is catered for in 
very few other ways, namely rewarding merit in fannish pursuits.

The case for the other side has been put by John Foyster in Thymes 57 & 58, 
borrowing also from Robert Silverberg. He argues that in order to help keep professional 
sf at the high standard we would like, we fen, the vocal minority of its readership, 
are duty bound topresent ourselves as a" suitably mature audience instead of just "kids 
in costume", otherwise we will very surely continue to be dished up the swill we deserve 
and have earned ourselves. I confess I'm swayed by this line of thought, except that 
"kids in costume" will probably never cease to be the embarrassing public face of fandom 
despite any measures to wield some change. This is by nature of the age and personality 
demographics and the ever-changing boundaries of definition of what we/they/it call 
Fandom. It's out of our hands, worse luck. Meanwhile, we should be doing all possible 
to foster fannish accomplishments of which we can be proud.

The Ditmars are currently one of the few official vehicles of Reward. How 
much fanzine publishing runs on unofficial egoboo I can't say. In Thyme #58, Irwin 
Hirsh's opinion is that fanzines would still be published in the absence of a Best 
Fanzine category. (Implied is that the eds would continue to strive for excellence.) 
By for my part I find the dream of netting a national award as Best Fan Artist sufficient- 
lyexciting to spur me on to greater efforts of artwork, both in quality and quantity, 
than ever would have been the case otherwise. Given the anaemia of most top Oz fanzine 
art when placed beside the best of the U.S.A., such encouragements can only elevate the 
standing of Oz fandom internationally.

I also agree with Irwin on the need for more recognition in some of the 
traditionally neglected areas, such as filksinging/composing and costume design. 
And credit where credit's due for plays, slide-shows, non-professional broadcasting 
etc.. Maybe Ditmars themselves won't always be appropriate, hence my vote against 
the "conglomerate" categories. The Awards Sub-Committees of future cons might give 
consideration to formalising recognition, in other ways, of a whole range of achievement 
in Australian sf fannish endeavours.

Briefly, I feel our aim should be the meaningful recognition primarily of 
fannish achievement and secondarily the appreciation of professional works. I thus 
suggest the five categories: Best Australian Fiction (Novel); Best Australian Short 
Fiction; Best Australian Fan Writer; Best Australian Fanzine and Best Australian Fan 
Artist. In retrospect, though, a budget of five appears just a trifle mean. Six 
or seven would perhaps have been a better compromise.

Craig Hilton.

[We seem to be arriving at some broad and reasoned concencus here, don't 
you think?

tin his letter, Jack equates lumping various fields of endeavour into 
the one Ditmar category with the idea of fans, when voting for DUFF, having to choose 
which one overseas fan to bring out to meet. Perhaps we should hear what one of the 
most recent winners of that fan fund has to say on the matter.... Fresh back from 
America, Lewis Morley wrote in with his two cents' worth;]

'In regards to the Ditmar changes, I'll be brief. Best Australian Fiction 
(Novel) is fine, as is the Short Fiction category. As with the Hugos this 
encompasses professional writing as legitimately sf. Best Fanwriter is,
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likewise, good, covering the non-pro field [when it comes to writingl tatU 
is attempting torover a much wider area than the previous two
as one assumes it includes editing, and fanzme-associated efforts other tn / 
as well as fiction.

■It is with the Fannish Endeavours award that this attempt tocover related 
disciplines under the one category falls apart. Totally ignoring th
deserve a separate category as they have had in previous years (I m sure oh 
will cover this topic) I want to explore just who this grab-bag award actually 

serves.
•The examples Jack gives are all areas of endeavour suitable 

but they are also fundamentally different from one another. One can usually 
decide who is the best filksinger or costumer but how does one mdthe 
conclusion of who is the overall best? It is the ultimu “ 
decide that this year's basket weaving totally eclipses this year s frisbee 
throwing and thus deserves this year’s Ditmar.

'Not only does this disenfranchise people in differing disciplines, it 
also disenfranchises any of next year’s basket ---J^'^tsTnlyXTind 
challenge and the pursuit of excellence, outdo this S ^ward
that next year the committee fancies the rug weavers, and has given the awar 
Ccategory/to them instead! Surely the whole purpose of an award is to e g
fut^e developments in the field, and not only does a catch-all award that can°t 
decide what it is really honouring act as a disincentive to exce , 
detracts from its own purpose and merit.

■Obviously there are only two possible forms this award can take: either 
it must be selective and highlight one Particular ar-iplxne or it must become^ 
a Australian Fannish Niceguy award. I feel that there are many ux h that^eservehonourinVr~but~that~could mean countless Ditmar categories as the 
bewildering'array of Current media-fandom .ward~-rates, ^us_1 
awards cannot be nice to everyone ao^th y^ a gpecific category there are

I don't particularly care what Ditmar category
Hope you 

have winners without having losers 
going to be those that lose out.
No. 4 represents but the choice must be based on logic, not caprice, 
can read my writing,

Regards'

do 
protest

can probably 
No, don't

trip

P.S.: What does an unemployed Notional film reviewer do now?

ELewis, I have a wonderful solution to your dilemma - what you 
is to send your film reviews to Thyme, where we will happily run them.

- I'd do anything to help out one of my mates.

EAnd then we hoard from Marilyn Pride, fresh back from her DUFF
tp America, who had this pithy observation to offer:!

•Dear Roger, Motional debate: I have no time for people who .
hide behind pseudonyms~ST^i^ anonymity, whatever they may be saying.

•on the Ditmars... the overall impression of categories Nos. 4 & 5

category-? except for the ■■professional" requirement in No 5 Put
awards under both categories makes no sense at all. You
diverse things as filking and costuming and pick a winn .
were haphazard before, this will t Jack to go deciding
we have to have only five awards at all costs? (Ana wno
these things all by himself?)

'Hope this arrives in time,'
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['And who is Jack', indeed...? All we need now is a scholarly piece 
from the remaining third of this yeaar's Australia-USA DUFF-winning triumvirate, 
Nick Stathopoulos:]

AN AWARD FOR ART'S SAKE? IS IT JUSTIFIED?
by Nick Stathopoulos

The lot of a science fiction artist in this country is not a happy one. 
The sf publishing industry which usually provides artists with professional markets 
for their work, i.e. books and magazines, is almost non-existant. The pay offered 
is low at best. The artwork is poorly laid out and badly printed (usually long after 
submission).

Fanzines provide some exposure at a non-professional level, but that is 
about all. One submits artwork in the knowledge that a Gestetner doesn't exactly pro
vide the best method of reproduction. The artwork takes time to research and render, 
while its message, or what the artist is attempting to communicate through the art, 
whether in narrative or cartoon form, is transmitted instantaneously on viewing.

There is little feedback, and if there is it is rarely reprinted in 
Iocs. Convention artshows have deteriorated to the point where the few exhibits are 
relegated to a corner of the huckster's room. For the artist there is little encour
agement or esteem. There is hardly any reason,other than the artist's own desire, 
to continue creating. And yet, artists continue to contribute to fanzines.

Once a year, fandom acknowledged the artists' contribution, with the awarding 
of a popular achievement award: the Ditmar. The value, the intrinsic worth of the awar , 
has often been disputed. A- least it focused fannish attention on artists. It forced 
fans to think about and evaluate an artist's work for that previous year. Now it seems 
even this is denied us. Now, with the new, re-worked Ditmars, there is no official 
recognition for Australian sf artists.

Why then was the original award category dropped? If there was anything 
wrong with the award category as it stood, it was the fact that it lacked definition. 
This deficiency was remedied in theory in an article by Craig Hilton, 'The Definition 
of Best Fan Artist - A Muse'. {Thyme #55, July '86). Quoting from it Grant Stone, 
Craig stated: 'The Best Fan Artist is the person whose artwork has contributed the mos 
to sf fandom in the year being voted upon.'

Perfect. At last we know what we're voting for. [Yeah; that's what we 
thought - eds.] Now there can be no confusion. Yet this article seems to have gone 
unnoticed by the draftsperson of the new awards. The only addition I would make to 
this definition is that of the various artistic fields eligible, i.e.: 'Best_Pro essiona 
or Fan.sf Artist, Illustrator, Cartoonist, Sculptor or Artisan.'

I concede that some attempt is possibly being made in the new Audio/Vrsuai 
SF Award to embrace other facets of the artistic. However, it is clumsily worded 
ill conceived. As it stands, only professional work is eligible, thus denying an ar is s 
acknowledgement and encouragement. The category also lacks definition (as do a ca 
egories), and a preamble detailing definitions and interpretations is desperately nee e 
to avoid confusion. Constitutional drafting demands such a preamble. It would be 
especially of value in this instance since there are new categories which have never 
been voted on, and have no real precedents which may serve to clarify the intentions o 
the draftspersons.

The most obvious problem with the new category lies in the fact that it is 
interdisciplinary. The category forces nominators and voters to elect. an. c °°'’®Qntrib_ 
between dramatic presentations, t.v., radio (cumulative arts w ere y. .. d other 
ute to the final product), painting (usually the product of a single talent) 
unspecified arts. Xt is impossible to reconcile all the eligible are s 
Enough work is being achieved in each area to justify an award for each.

What does this does, however, is demonstrate a P^°-lite^atUr;/^i7^d^en 
bias, the implications of which enrage me. I object to the distme ion w^ 
made between literature, and all the other "media", art include . definite anti
media has accrued a derogatory connotation among some fannish circles.
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media bias is reflected in the composition of the awards. Whether intended or not, the 
awards now relegate media to a single award, and art is thrown in with all the other 
"low brow1* media, thereby blatantly exhibiting a "literature first; all that other, un
important stuff second” attitude. This attitude is further evidenced in Bruce Gillespie’s 
comments in the last issue of Thyme. He writes that the changes to the art/media award 
are justified, and then goes on to state; ’(...why anyone should actively want to encour
age illiteracy is beyond me.)’ Now this is not a joke. It illustrates the anti-media 
bias, an attitude which is insular and elitist. It is an attitude which denies legitimate 
facets of hte genre, and should not be encouraged in the awards.

Do we need a separate sf art award? Before this can be answered, a further 
question must be satisfied. Can a distinction be made between art and the other dis
ciplines, i.e. film, music, costuming, et al., in order to justify a separate award?
I think so. I believe a symbiotic relationship exists between sf art and the literature 
it illustrates. SF art is narrative for the most part. Its function on covers is to 
sell the book or magazine. More than just decoration, the art gives substance and 
interpretation to the literature. In return, the literature endows meaning and purpose 
to the art. This is not to say that they can't exist independently. SF art at its best 
transcends the lowly commercial art status that it is so often is attributed with.
There has always been a special relationship between sf art and literature, more so than 
the other disciplines. A separate art category in the Ditmars is legitimate and justified.

I found John Foyster's comments in the last issue of Thyme interesting.
He raised the issue of the trivialisation of the Ditmars with the introduction of an 
award which recognises "fringe" areas of the genre. Masqueraders receive their recog
notion at the masquerade. Cinema, television and music all have.their respective awards, 
but as they are cumulative arts, any special recognition is best served by the fan 
achievement award (e.g. John Baxter for his Time Guardians film script). To include 
art among these disciplines in the same award trivialises art. To the draftsperson of 
the new Ditmars, a plea: don't trivialise my work, and that of the other artists who 
have chosen this genre to exercise self expression. How can you deny artists like 
Chris Johnston, Cindy Smith, Craig Hilton,and others who have yet to be recognised, 
the opportunity to be lauded by the sf community in a manner worthy of their talents?
I am not writing this for my own benefit. I've won the Ditmar three times. But the 
awards are insulting in their indifference. Restore to fan artists a goal to strive 
for: an award for art's sake. M .

Nick Stathopoulos.
[Well, what you've just read has been the views of a fair proportion of 

the Australian fan artist community - four people who have consistently managed to be 
nominated for Ditmars in the Best, Fan Artist category over the past few years, and a 
couple of who have actually won it. Craig Hilton even went so far as to write to us 
(Thyme #55) promoting the cause of downtrodden fan artists and wondering how fan artists 
could best contribute to wider fandom. I can understand these people interpreting the 
new awards as a bit of a slap in the face.

' Cour next writer can't really be classified either as a fan artist or a
fanzine fan (especially since he's just given away his Gestetner machine to a most 
appreciative fanzine collective), but even he has been moved to write about these new 
Ditmar categories. Here's John Newman to take up the middle ground in this debate:]

Dear Peter and Roger,
All right, I admit that it has taken the big X 

to encourage me to write, but I'm so chastised I'll enclose both a cheque 
and a loci [John! No - we didn't mean to - I mean, you didn't have to - I mean...] 

'This Ditmar business is all so odd that I’ll throw in my two bits worth, 
even tho' it does reek so strongly of politics!

'The letters from Bruce Gillespie and John Eoyster (in Thyme #57) reflect 
a particular view of fandom. This is that which equates fandom almbst totally 
with fanzines. Bruce's letter is quite explicit on this point, while John's 
(and also that from Perry Middlemiss) implicitly supports the notion of fandom 
as a kind of literary body.
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'An opposing view, or at least a view that may be seen as opposing, 
is that fandom is a community.

•"Whoa!", the faneds say. "We are the fanzine community."
'Well, jolly good. However, in Australia it is rare even amongst the 

fanzine crowd for that community to be celebrated via printed means only.
'We have a great deal of interchange at conventions, in fan clubs, 

over dinners and parties. As the Ditmars are awarded by members of the Natcon, 
surely they must try to be relevant in general to those members, in all their

• diversity! rather than to any particular special interest group, and I see 
Jack Herman's proposal as an attempt to address this need.

'It is necessary, after all, for fandom to come to terms with being a 
pluralistic society. The Ditmars must recognise that pluralism, and salute 
a range of values as appropriate. The weakness many of the award categories 
have had in the past, as well as in the latest proposal, is a serious lack of aim.

'Having a wide range of aspirations to award, the prize givers have aimed 
for general purpose awards. This is manifestly silly. Reward no particular 
thing, and you reward nothing. It would be far more meaningful to accurately 
and specifically reward a small number (say five) of exact activities or pro
ductions. This is also much easier to nominate & vote for, and administer.

jack's Outstanding Achievement... award (in fact both of them) suffers 
from a lack of aim. I am not at all sure how anyone will decide to nominate 
any particular "Achievement", and even less sure how judges, will equitably 
compare items of 'editing, filking, art, costuming etc.'.

'Will a painting judged 'best' really benefit from being compared with 
a short play? Will some Solomon of a judge choose between a rock band and 
an alien costume? This is silly.

’What things do we wish to reward? What diverse creations does the 
fannish community enjoy?

'Fiction (Pro), Fiction (Fan), Articles (Fan), Fanzines, Conventions, 
Costumes, Artwork, Criticism (Lit), Drama (Fan), Movies, TV Shows, Audio 
Visuals, Music (Filk) and Music (General) are some of them.

'Perhaps the activities which are most pursued in any given year are those 
that should be rewarded for that year. This would avoid giving an award to an 
entry which had no competition (due to inactivity in a particular area, or a 
badly defined category).
• 'A reasonably large number of award categories could be defined. Then 
a certain number of these (say five) with the most nominated contenders would 
be voted for, and prizes awarded. Then those general categories which are 
inactive or attract very little interest could be reviewed, and perhaps replaced 
with others.

1 'One argument that strikes me as totally irrelevant is that which goes
on about how well thought of our awards are overseas. That's lovely, but if 
the damn things aren't satisfying to those who nominate or vote for or win them 
here in Australia what the hell is the point of them in the first place. 
Indeed, John Foyster's apparent desire to have our national awards associated 
with the marketing aspirations of book publishers, who put 'Ditmar Award winner' 
on a work because they know that the vast majority of their target market will 
have no idea what it means, is puzzling in its incongruity.

'Now on to what is perhaps the nitty gritty of this whole discussion. 
As seems to be the whole basis of John Foyster's letter; who are the sf writers 
writing for, who are their real readers, and do they have much to do with fandom 
or conventions? John obviously relates sf/writers/fanzines/fen/awards.
Although this covers what is still part of the scene, it is by no means all 
of the issue any more.

'The people who go to a convention to meet or see their audience these days 
are as likely to be film producers or toy manufacturers as authors of serious
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Science Fiction. That's the way it is. Authors, like any other artists, must 
have the wit to identify their desired audience and meet it where it is to be 
found. The fandom of the 'fanzine' model is no longer the only fandom.

'If, and I imagine it is true, the fanzine community want a set of truly 
relevant awards, with a literature basis, surely they should create them! The 
convention set, best seen as uncommitted to fanzines, fanwriting or fanzine 
quality, cannot be expected to cope with the issue.

'Errp! Thyme #58 has arrived and has more stuff to comment on. Well I 
may just leave this here. Perhaps just a mention that Judith Hanna's letter 
about Fuck The Notional uses the regard (or otherwise) of overseas fen to tell 
Aurtsalian fen what they should like. Curious. Now our own expatriots are 
orchestrating the cultural cringe from afar!

'Bye for now,

Cl don’t really follow this logic which leads people to suggest that we 
should cut down the number of awards, then in the the next line that fanzine fandom 
(whatever that means in an Australian context) should organise its own whole new set 
of 'relevant' awards on top of the Ditmars. I know American fandom has the Locus Poll, 
the SF Chronicle Poll, even the File 770 poll... you can't go anywhere, it seems, without 
tripping over the things. We want Australian fanzine fandom to be like that? Oh well.

But speaking of the world of wider fannish fandom, we've already heard 
a little this issue from Gina Goddard, part of the new set of Perth Convention fandom. 
I think it's very difficult, not to mention risky, to set up a whole new set of award 
categories to suit a particular group of neglected people without talking to those 
people about what they think. Anyway, here's what Gina thinks.1

'Ah, the Ditmar debate. Now having been to one and only one NatCon 
I've never really worried about Ditmars before but have some comments on the 
subject anyhow (I've never been known to keep my opinion to myself). Way over 
here in the West, where going to a NatCon is a major financial consideration, 
it is often very difficult to experience many Outstanding Endeavours which 
emanate from the East, unless it is in writing and of course the opposite applies: 
if somebody in W.A. has been an outstanding costumer but has remained in W.A. 
and has not displayed their talents in the East, how likely are they to have 
a chance of winning such an award? To vote on the basis of hearsay should not 
really be encouraged now, should it? And so, unless the award only ever goes o 
someone/thing which can be distributed and demonstrated to a ^hional^ audience 
then how can they truly be [representatively] Australian?

'Of course many will say "I don't receive X-fanzine so how can it be a 
valid award winner?" I don't know. However, I don't think that the new 
Outstanding Achievement award makes this situation any fairer. I could, 
of course, be totally wrong....'

'That issue seemed to dominate #57 and so I won't say anything more about 
the issue except for this: Lise Summers & Jay Plester would probably like to se 
their names spelt correctly in the future. One last comment on the Ditmars: 1 aon 
find such debates boring at all.‘

[And that really is one last comment (for the moment) on the subject of 
the Ditmars, so all you other people can wake up again now if you were pretending o 
be asleep. It's nice to see that someone likes reading about the Ditmar de ate, anyway.

[Now for something really topical; what follows is about an international 
event which any Australian fen can witness very soon for a mere several dollars an 
a couple of hours of valuable time.]
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NEW YORK.- This is a trekkie alert! 
Trekkies, are yon reading me, are you 
reading me?

The latest Star Trek movie. Star Trek 
TV: The Voyage Home, opened in New 
York on Wednesday, and it turns out to 
be - wait for it - a save-tbe-whale 
movie! Yep. Honestly! it's also a 
time-travel movie that brings our old 
mates Captain Kirk, Spock and the 
gang back from the comforts of space 
in the 23rd century, to San Fransisco 
In, of all years, 19861 Our hero. Captain 
tfirk - sorry, Admiral Kirk now - has 
warned them before landing that they 
are visiting “an extrememly primitive 
and paranoid culture".

If you, too, didn't already know this, 
the movie makes no bones about it. The 
whole plot is based - via the whales - 
on that idea.

You see, by the time the 23rd century 
has rolled around there isn’t one 
humpback whale left on earth: in 1986 
profiteers were so busy harpooning 
them that they became extinct.

That's why our heroes have to travel 
back through time: hence the 23rd- 
century'space probe that arrives In 
search of the song of the humpback 
whale. And do you think It can find it? 
Nooooo! The probe is going to end up

Trekkies to 
have whale. 
of a time

By SUSAN ANTHONY

destroying the earth unless it picks up 
this song, so our gang decides to suss 
out some whales from 1986, beam them 
up into a specially prepared tank, and 
whizz them back to the 23rd century to 
save the world.

The fiasco is enough to lead Spock - 
dressed suitably for San Francisco in a 
white robe and headband - to reflect: 
“You know, It’s ironic — when matt was 
killing these creatures he was destroy
ing his own future... It's not logical to 
hunt a creature to extinction."

The film also offers graphic scenes of 
the bloody slaughter of whales while 
the 1986 heroine, a concerned marine 
biologist, lectures about the demise of 
the great mammals.

Although It’s just about Impossible to 
see Star Trek IV as anything but a 
eave-the-whales film. Its major creator, 
Leonard Nimoy, said it was not sup
posed to be seen that way.

“We didn’t make the movie to save 
the whales,” Nlmoy (sounding suitably 
Spock-ilke) told journalists recently. 
“If some whales are saved, fine."

Nlmoy, who came up with the story
line and directed the film, said whales 
were used because they worked cine
matically and suited the plot. “The 
whales were just narrative tools," he 
said. (Cop that, whale lovers!)

He also said he didn't want to explain 
the song of the humpbacks, even 
though he Is seen - as Spock, of 
course - apparently conversing with 
them.

“Until the very last I had to strenu
ously resist the studio's Insistent 
efforts to put In subtitled dialogue," he 
reported with a groan.

Meanwhile, William Shatner, (whdse 
Captain Kirk has become chubby) is 
planning to direct - yes - Star Trek V. 
No news yet on the plot line, but don't 
panic. There'll be a trekkie alert when 
the time comes.

Beam me up Scottie. Over and out.

(from The National Times on Sunday)

['Plus <ja change, plus e'est la meme chose'? Or how about 'And by their
actions ye shall know them.' Sue?]

'Dear Peter and Roger, '
I have noticed the silver X's on the October and 

November issues of Thyme which I have received. If you recall our meeting at 
Swancon (or GTC, wherever it was) I did ask you not to send any more. Not that 
I don't like them - I think they are very informative - but my finances are 
strictly limited and I can't afford to shell out for all the fanzines I like. 
I like writing letters, but the kind of letters that get answered, i.e. pen
friends. Also, I have noticed quite a few derogatory statements about media
fans, which some 'truefen' seem to regard as an inferior breed. As you'll see 
by the letter head, I don't agree with this.

'And it's giving me a guilt trip! I've been an editor for a year, 
and even that short time showed me how much work it is. This letter, by the way 
is not for publication; it is just a personal explanation to you. [Er, um... 
but it was such a nice letter, Sue - we couldn't help ourselves!]
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’Have you noticed how much time science fiction fans spend rubbishing 
one another (Joseph Nicholas's unpleasantness to Michelle Muijsert comes to 
mind!) To be fair, so does her 'zine itself, and The Motional. I can really 
do without reading it. It's the Human Adventure in a bloody chookyard.

'Anyway, thanks. If I can find out anything of fan interest here,
I'll write to you again. „

Survive and Succeed I'

> Sue Isle

Cl think it could be said to be in the nature of any smallish community 
that there is a certain amount of dissent and criticism of those who hold 'different' 
views from the majority. Surely, however, this is also one of the signs of a healthy 
or lively community. Here’s John Tipper, then, being healthy:.!

'Dear Peter and Roger,
thanks for a copy of Thyme #58. Naturally

I've heard of your zine but, like most eds, am always too busy to go to 
the effort of actually picking up copies of previously unseen zines.
So, I was pleased to open up this issue and find that, unlike Fuck The 
Notional, The Motional and the genuine Notional, it is written in ordinary 
language even a mild-mannered twit like myself can understand. No signs of 
backstabbing, how unusual! You'll have to excuse me, I'm used to reading 
too many Dr Who zines!

*1 guess you picked up my address from Tigger-the ever-boring 
for the most part, even though Marc's a nice guy. Still, fannish zines 
haven't appealed to me ever since the pnsziously mentioned Marc dropped me 
onto/into an Aussiecon II discussion panel on this subject, without bother
ing to tell me beforehand. Yep,,I've a long memory, Marc!

'On the subject of zines (whether to go monthly? Arrgh!), my own biggest 
decision has been whether to print A4 or A5, so far as Metaluna is concerned. 
I also tried offering subs (shock, horror) and gave that up. Why is it that 
sf fans are usually poor, tight (moneywise) or just plain uninterested in zines, 
outside of Star Trek, Blakes 7 or Doctor Who (I'm now talking of media-oriented 
fans) [oh?]. Perry Middlemiss will, no doubt, answer these questions in 
future issues.'

John Tipper
[Perry's first of an open-ended column on the various aspects of fanzine 

publishing didn't attract the reams of correspondence that it normally might; seems that 
people were all tied up with the issue of the Ditmar awards, or which British fan it 
might be who throws away unopened all Australian fanzines. Perry's not represented in 
this issue, but we shall be hearing from him anon. Meanwhile, just for a change...
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The CHANGES OF ADDRESS and all that jazz....

MELBOURNE: Carey Handfield and Don Ashby have moved, to 626 Drummond Street, North 
Carlton 3054 - telephone still 347 8494. Roger Weddall, Michelle Muijsert 

and Mark Loney have moved, to 2 Rogers Street, Richmond 3121 - 'phone 428 7957. 
Cathy Kerrigan has copped out and is now unemployed, so anybody wanting to find out 
about future Nova Mob dates will now have to contact her on 819 1982. Speaking of which, 
you're right for the moment if you remember that the Nova Mob Christmas Party (all wlecome) 
is being held this year at Sean McMullen and Trish's place - 35 Foam Street, Elwood - ring 
ahead if you must (but there's no need - just turn up) on 531 4052. BYO everything except 
Christmas Cake. The most important information, of course, is the date: this coming Sat
urday (the 6th of December), starting at around 8pm. Be there. Or perhaps something 
more adventurous is what you're after? "GOTCHA!" is a 'Killer'/'Kaos'-style game, played 
however with dye pellets etc. etc. (and therefore, presumably, with protective glasses?) 
and there's what looks suspiciously like a company of some sort operating these games... 
contact 'A.S.G.* on (053) 68 6593, or (Melb. - 03) 598 5791 for further details,- the course 
of play is up at Blackwood - 1 Simmons Reef Rd, Blackwood 3458, to be precise. Skeleton- 
in-the-Closet Dept.: which well-known Melbourne fan who is married to Cath Circosta has 
been discovered to own (not one, but) five John Norman Gor novels: Tarnsman of/Outlaw of/ 
Priest Kings of/Nomads of/ and Buckets of Gor? Entrants will be "marked" for neatness and 
accruacy. The judges, as per usual, are only too happy to be bribed. Which is probably 
what they had bo do to Justin Ackroyd to get him to leave Minotaur Books, in the city. 
In fact Justin does not deny that he was offered a pay rise and a share of the profits 
of the new Geelong branch of Minotaur Books that he will be setting up and managing, 
starting sometime around February next year. Says Justin "I'll be up in Melbourne 
a couple of days a week...." Well, good luck Justin.
U.S.A.: Speaking of good luck, you'll possibly remember that, in Thyme #57, we

reported that fan-of-old Ted White had been incarcerated for the possess
ion of quantities of drugs, and that he was sentenced to thirty years, but his effective 
date of parole was the 5th of January next year. Well, we are happy to report that 
(by the time you read this) Ted went free on the 4th of December. Merry Christmas, Ted. 
On a darker note, the committee bidding for the WorldCon in Los Angeles in 1990 (against 
Holland) has 'cautioned' dealers that those who vote in the process to decide who will win 
the 1990 WorldCon may well receive preferential treatment. Interesting tactics, no?
SYDNEY: Newly-arrived in the country, even more newly-wed, Alan Ferguson and Carol

Sinclair have moved from Adelaide to Sydney where Alan, less than a day in 
Australia, was offered a job with the Australian sub. of his old British employer, GEISCO, 
and they are currently resident at 6/140 Ernest Street, Crows Nest 2065 - telephone (02j 
957 3353. Meanwhile some other unusual changes are in the air: for some reason, SF Truth, 
formerly a newszine edited by Terty Frost and Rod Kearins, has metamorphosed into Struth, 
now-sole editor Rod Kearins tells us.(Why not just start up a new 'zine, Rod?) The current 
bridging issue - number three in a series - is available upon polite request from Rod at 
3 Vincent Street, Canterbury 2193.
Perth: Trish Crowther and Rob Cox have moved, to 59 Beatty Avenue, East Victoria

' Park 6101.'Phone - (09) 361 4503. Lee Smoire is still "on the verge" of
moving over to Perth, from America; and Jo Masters is correspondingly "on the verge" 
of moving out of where Lee and Warren Hughes will be living - seems this has something 
to do with Product Incompatability?? (Warren and Lee are Amway agents.) There are also 
unsubstantiated rumours of a well-known fan artist moving house, but more on this later... 
Bad News on the small business front: word reaches us that John Hall-Freeman, proprietor 
and half-owner of both of Perth's sf specialty bookshops, Space Merchants and Supernova, 
has gone into receivership, although he has■negotiated with the bank to allow him to 
continue trading.
ADELAIDE: Meanwhile, Adelaide's sf bookstore The Black Hole has moved. The address

remains, practically, the same, with the move only being a few doors down, 
still in Chesser Street, central Adelaide. Whether the move is a portent of good things 
to come (it badly needs to revamp its ordering policies in order either to remain viable 
or attractive to customers) is anyone's guess. On a more optimistic note, the latest 
issue of Australia's only sf magazine, Aphelion, is just now out on the stands. This is 
issue No.4, 'Spring 86*. Speaking of which, how's the novel coming, Lucy? Lucy?
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’Dear Thyme,
I was flattered to see my name in George Turner's 

critique of Aphelion t as one of a list of writers who could bring the 
magazine to perihelion. However, his allegation that those listed were 
ignoring Peter M. in droves (a phrase suggestive of snobby sheep) is 
untrue. This writer submitted a story which was duly returned with
a rejection letter:
(Tick where applicable) | j containing no less than seventeen 

spelling errors.
Q insisting the writer read the whole 

of Roland Barthes before resubmitting.
□ demanding a rewrite in the style of 

Piers Anthony.
'Actually it was none of the above, and Peter McNamara did invite me 

to submit other fiction to Aphelion. However, I was sidetracked into writing 
a novel and completely forgot about the magazine until George s article.

Best wishes,

[Watch for Lucy as "The Comet" in the upcoming performance of the Human 
Orrery. N.B.: call to all performers and interested observers: the first scheduled 
performance will, tentatively, be at 2pm on Sunday the 14th of December, at Royal Park' 
Parkville. Phone 428 7957 for confirmation and/or details.

[That said, and as the issue draw reluctantly to a close, it is time to thank 
those who provided us the artwork: Shane Pickup - cover. Matjaz Schmidt - pp. 2,3.
John Packer - p.5. Hazu Hiroaki - p.12. Dennis Callegari - p.27.
And for the letters, the information, the inspiration: thanks to: Alan, Bob, Carey, Cat , 
Cathy, Craig, Dave, Gina, Hiroaki, Ian, Jack, John, John, John, Keith, Lewis, Lucy, Marc, 
Marilyn, Mark, Michelle, Nancy, Nick, Sue, "Mr. T.", Ted and Yvonne. 1647021286.
And for as appropriate a parting shot as we're ever likely to run, thanks to Brian Aldiss:

'Dear Roger,
It must be an act of faith to keep sending me Thyme for so long. 

I'm only responding now because it is 6:45 of an early winter evening when dark 
sets in at 5:30 and I'm just having a generous vodka after a whole day wrestling 
so far fruitlessly over writing an Intro to an American edition of H.G.Wells s 
The Time Machine.

'Sometimes, to be honest, I've just chucked Thyme into the WPB unopened. 
No insult intended. Just good old honest despair. The day's mail just brings 
more stuff than can always be coped with. I often prefer to write letters than *

' to create something that needs - well, whatever the fuck it needs. I guess that s 
what ruined Bruce Gillespie and maybe John Foyster. If only one could get some 
kind of Arts subsidy for writing letters. Or in your case, a fanzine. The other 
reason why I sometimes chuck it away is because you print on blue paper. Are 
there political motives behind that perversity? I hope not. Who can read the 
damned thing?

Well, of course, with perseverance it can be read. Even the letter about 
Ted White being chucked into prison. I suppose we shall eventually be treated to 
his collected letters from prison. Christ, it sounds good. Who else but White 
would miss Coca Cola?! I could put up with a year of that.. No writing, and 
some inbuilt guilt in my character (about ever being born) has always made the 
idea of prison seem kind of attractive.

'Along with Thyme I had a catalogue from Virago Press. They advertised 
the autobiography of Mrs Oliphant or someone, where she complains about the 
burdens of having to write for a living. I never felt that before, but I do now.
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Let me tell you that I was in a heated conversation just a while ago in a London
bar when (apropos of Damien Broderick) a few of us were talking about the geograph
ical and national difficulties of writing: or, to be frank, about writing and 
SSL3:.?.?. .a name for, oneself. We'd got onto the problems of Dutch writers, situated 
in the heart of civilised (?) Europe with a minority language; however well you 
write, you are unlikely to make it outside Hollandwith a name like Hans Hiljbers- 
heimms... peopie just don't buy your book. Equally, if you live in Australia, 
it is hard to catch the ear of the world, should you desire that magnificent organ. 
Pros and cons were rehearsed. In the end, a vote was taken. We decided we'd 
rather be Dutch writers.

But being SF writers is like being Dutch or Australian writers. With 
knobs on. You can't escape the fact that you are virtually writing in a minority 
anguage. I m feeling that particularly after Helliconia and Trillion Year Spree. 

you are female or black, or black and female, you may find a place on the Virago 
list. Be male, white, sf writer... forget it. Partly this is because so many 
p is ers succeed with real crap sf. Wouldn't it be marvellous if there was 
just one publisher - in London or anywhere - who published only the best of sf 
from all over the world, in translation, so we could see what the French and 
Jugoslavs et al. had done, and had a readable translation of Lasswitz, and all 
the interesting anglophones.... Some hope.... with that I leave you, as I go 
m quest of another even more generous vodka. Best without lime. Neat, 
on the rocks.'

Keep soldiering on - /)
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